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In 1976 the only product choice

Steve Stone

is Memorex
by James Dobbie

talks about
Data Mark

1975 was a very significant turning
point for all of Memorex and for our
Computer Media Group. During this
year probably the most important
single achievement that all of you have
accomplished is returning confidence
to all of our customers in Memorex, its
products, service and people.

We started off the year with the shadow of 1973 and 1974 still
present. Customers still had questions about our ability to
serve their needs in a competitive environment and even had
questions about our financial stability as a company. As a
result of all of your efforts, it is clear that many of these

problems are behind us. Our 1975 earnings report shows that
our financial position should now be a very positive factor in
your capacity to sell products.
In 1975 we also started off the year with some areas of
questionable product quality and serious questions from many
of our customers about our capability to serve their needs
from an availability standpoint. Many of our competitors used
the 1975 GSA contract as a means of indicating that we were
putting large contract needs above the needs of small users.
Many of our competitors announced disc products which were
calculated to erode our marketshare.

The 1976 picture is totally different. Availability of virtually
all our products is more than sufficient to meet the customer

service needs, including immediate off-the-shelf delivery of
most standard items. Our Philadelphia Distribution Center is
now fully stocked and provides another example of our
commitment to customer service. Our product quality in both
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1976's outlook for disc products, in

general, and Data Mark, specifically,
is an
extremely
promising one,
according to Steve Stone.
Stone,
Mark
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number of reasons:

"One, the competitors aren't as tough as they use to be,
plus, they're having difficulty getting the technology; two,
Memorex's financial position has improved dramatically;
three, our sales force is larger and getting better everyday;
and fourth, we have an excellent reference base with good,
solid products out there," Steve concludes.
Media's Data Mark is one of those "solid products." Stone
elaborates on the growing data module market; product
features that set our data module apart from competitors'
products; and, the workings of investment tax credit in
reference to modules.

"One of the most important things that Memorex Media
sales representatives should be aware of during '76 is that
IBM has accelerated System/3 Mod 12 deliveries from June
to March," says Stone. "And we expect the Mod 12 users to
be the current users of S/3 Mod 10's and Mod 6's. Currently
there are approximately 12,000 Mod 10 users, and we are
estimating that 80 percent of these people will upgrade
within the next four to five years."

This means there is a potential market of 50,000, or more,
modules starting in '76 with approximately 2,500 of the
Mod 12's, installed this year. Each Mod 12 requires two
3340 spindles "... and therefore, the average guy will
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